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IceCube science overview

Energy range spans over 6 orders of magnitude

Broad physics reach
Atmospheric neutrino oscillation

Atmospheric and astrophysical neutrino spectrum
Searches for sources

TeV+ neutrino cross sections
Physics beyond the Standard Model

Cosmic ray composition and spectrum
Part of Supernova Early Warning System

~90 talks/posters at upcoming ICRC!
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Highlights in this talk

Atmospheric 𝝂𝝉 appearance and neutrino mass 
ordering (NMO)

High-energy neutrino flux, cross section, and flavor 
composition measurements

Active realtime alert system and first evidence of a 
source of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos from a 
flaring blazar TXS 0506+056

First Glashow resonance candidate
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Atmospheric neutrinos
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Atmospheric shower

Conventional atmospheric: Parent 
particle is pion or kaon; longer 
lifetime

Prompt atmospheric: Parent 
particle contains a charm quark; 
short lifetime

Signal for neutrino oscillation 
measurements

Background for astrophysical 
neutrino searches



Astrophysical neutrinos
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Neutrinos point back to their source!



Distinguishing the two

Power-law flux Φ$ = Φ&𝐸()

Need large volume detector
South Pole ice is extremely clear and there is a lot of it
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IceCube
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125 m string spacing

17 m DOM spacing

5000+ DOMs

Fully operational in 2011

Digital Optical 
Module (DOM)



Muons and neutrinos
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Astro 𝜈

Atm
os 𝜈

Stopped 𝜇

Event type Rate

Atmospheric 𝜇 ~3 kHz

Atmospheric 𝜈 ~100k per year

Astrophysical 𝜈 ~100 per year

Bkg 𝜇

Cosmic ray

S

N



Detection principals

Neutrino interacts with targets in ice
• At IceCube energies, primarily deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) off nucleons

Nucleon breaks apart; outgoing particles may be charged
Charged particles emit Cherenkov radiation detectable by PMTs
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41°

Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1307



Event topologies
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CC muon neutrino NC or CC electron neutrino CC tau neutrino

𝜈3 + 𝑁 → 𝜇 + 𝑋

track

angular resolution ~ 0.5°
energy resolution ~ x2

𝜈8 + 𝑁 → 𝑒 + 𝑋
𝜈: + 𝑁 → 𝜈: + 𝑋

cascade

angular resolution ~ 10°
energy resolution ~ 15%

𝜈; + 𝑁 → 𝜏 + 𝑋

double cascade

~2 expected in 6 years

data data sim

Earlier Later



IceCube reconstruction in brief
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Hadronic or EM shower

Detected

Information loss

𝚯 = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝜙, 𝐸, 𝑡)

Emitted

𝑋 = 𝑞HIJ (𝑡)

Physics model (emission, 
absorption, scattering)

Maximize ℒ(𝚯|XNOPO)



Ice properties in brief
Bulk ice described by scattering and absorption coefficients as a function 
of depth à these have been refined over time

Ice layers were found to be tilted
[arXiv:1301.5361]

Ice was also discovered to be anisotropic
[ICRC 2013, 0580]
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Atmospheric 𝜈; appearance and 
mass ordering
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Low-energy neutrinos

“Low” is relative ~ 10-100 GeV

Use DeepCore a denser, infill array

Surrounding strings used to veto 
muon background
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T2K



Motivation for 𝜈;-appearance

Look for 𝝂𝝁à 𝝂𝝉

No direct tau PID at these energies
Fit for 𝜈; signal over standard expectations

Slight excess in OPERA (0.25𝜎) and SuperK (1.47𝜎) tau-appearance results

Probe of
• 𝜈; cross section

• Non-unitarity of 𝜈X eigenstate 𝑈8X Z + 𝑈3X
Z + 𝑈;X Z ≠ 1

(NSI/sterile)
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𝜈;-appearance

BDT selection using DeepCore
• Measure 𝝂𝝉 normalization
Two selections, one of which was 
used for the 2017 oscillation 
measurement
• Oscillation results consistent 

within uncertainties
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PRD 99, 032007



𝜈;-appearance result
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Analysis A

Analysis B

Best-fit 𝜈; expectation

Background-subtracted

PRD 99, 032007



𝜈;-appearance result

Tau-normalization of 0.73(&.Z]^&.X 0.57(&.X&^&.X_ for CC+NC (CC only) 
Excludes absence of 𝜈; oscillation at 3.2σ (2.0σ)
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PRD 99, 032007



NMO analysis

Oscillation probabilities for normal 
and inverted orderings à

Fix Earth density model to PREM

Only upgoing events
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arxiv:1902.07771



NMO result
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arxiv:1902.07771

Normal ordering weakly favored over inverted ordering (p=0.153)
Complementary to accelerators (higher energy, different systematics, and 
minimal dependence on true value of 𝛿ab).



Selected results with high-
energy neutrinos
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High energy starting event (HESE) selection

Contained search at high 
energies

Cut on Qtot > 6000 p.e.

Sensitive above 60 TeV

Outer layer acts as active veto
of atmospheric muon and 
indirect veto of atmospheric 
neutrinos accompanied by 
sibling muons
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Atmospheric neutrino passing fractions

Pile-up MC challenging

Passing fraction: ratio of solid to 
dotted lines

• 𝒫deff 𝐸$, 𝜃g = hi
jkll(mi,no)
hi (mi,no)

• Apply via reweighting

Breaks degeneracy between 
astrophysical and prompt fluxes

Drives current bound on prompt
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Northern sky Southern sky

Argüelles, Palomares-Ruiz, Schneider, Wille, TY JCAP (2018)
Gaisser, Jero, Karle, van Santen PRD90 (2014)
Schoenert, Gaisser, Resconi, Schulz PRD79 (2009)



Neutrinos in a haystack

Large muon background rejected by veto

24Selected events

Background



Event distribution in HESE-7.5

102 events, with 60 events > 60 TeV (16 new in last 1.5 yrs)
Fit performed for events above 60 TeV
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Updates
Newer ice model and reconstruction
Improved atmospheric-𝜈 estimate
Better systematics treatment
MC-likelihood [Argüelles, Schneider, TY JHEP06(2019)] Earth-absorption



Diffuse flux

Forward-folded fit in zenith and energy

Best-fit spectrum (SPL): 𝐸ZΦ = 2.15×10(qr m
q&& TeV

(&.rv
[GeV cm−2s−1sr−1]

Data shows a component rising above the background
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Diffuse flux: single-power-law
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Consistent with results using 
other samples

Best-fit prompt = 0



In-Earth flux attenuation

High-energy neutrinos interact in the Earth à flux attenuation
Depends on energy 𝐸$ and direction 𝜃$
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Nature 551, 596–600



In-Earth flux attenuation

High-energy neutrinos interact in the Earth à flux attenuation
Depends on energy 𝐸$ and direction 𝜃$ and cross section
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Nature 551, 596–600



Expectations depend on cross section
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N. sky: Flux attenuation 
depends on cross 
section, energy, zenith

S. sky: Event rate 
linearly scales with 
cross section

Assuming SPL flux 
with floating 
normalization can 
measure cross section



High-energy neutrino cross section

DIS cross section measured in four energy bins from 60 TeV – 10 PeV
Scale standard CSMS cross section to fit observed distributions
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The double cascade channel

Require both cascades with E > 1 TeV
Require separation distance > 10 m
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Simulation

Length

PoS(ICRC2017)973



Double-cascade event 1

Slight preference for 
double cascade over 
single cascade based on 
DOM-to-DOM charge 
distributions

No longer a double 
cascade when including 
bright DOMs

Dedicated studies 
ongoing
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IceCube Preliminary



Double-cascade event 2

Strong preference for 
double cascade over 
single cascade based on 
DOM-to-DOM charge 
distributions

Remains a double 
cascade when including 
bright DOMs

Dedicated studies 
ongoing

34

IceCube Preliminary



Double-cascade event 2

Strong preference for 
double cascade over 
single cascade based on 
DOM-to-DOM charge 
distributions

Remains a double 
cascade when including 
bright DOMs

Dedicated studies 
ongoing

35Recently also seen in waveform-based analyses!

IceCube Preliminary



Astrophysical flavor composition
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New: non-zero best-fit for 𝜈; component



Realtime alerts and first 
astrophysical neutrino source
First evidence for source TXS 0506+056
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Realtime IceCube alert
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Highest energy alert so far!



Multimessenger partners follow up
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Fermi Swift HAWC

MAGIC CTA (future)

Part of Astrophysical 
Multimessenger
Observatory Network 
(AMON)



IceCube-170922A
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Alert on Sept. 22, 2017

~5800 p.e. track, E~290 TeV



IceCube-170922A
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IceCube et. al (Science 2018)

Significant excess seen by Fermi-LAT and 
MAGIC shortly after IC alert (3σ)

TXS 0506+056 is a blazar located at z=0.34 
or roughly 4 billion ly away

Blazars are AGNs with jets that can 
flare, producing gamma-rays

Alert on Sept. 22, 2017

~5800 p.e. track, E~290 TeV



Time dependence in historical IceCube data
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13 ± 5 tracks clustered in space and time in 2014, E-2.1 spectrum
• No additional significant events were seen in 2017 around the time of 

IC170922A
• Independent neutrino flare in 2014-15 (3.5σ)

Summary: first evidence for very high-energy, astrophysical neutrino 
source. Implications for blazars as an origin of high-energy cosmic rays.

IceCube (Science 2018)



IceCube now performs realtime follow up of GWs

Alert from LIGO/VIRGO à look for neutrinos around 1000s time window
Take GW skymap and compute TS. Nothing significant yet!
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Glashow resonance candidate
�𝜈8 + 𝑒( → 𝑊( → 𝑋
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W-boson resonance

The channel: 
�𝜈8 + 𝑒( → 𝑊( → 𝑋

For at rest electron, require 
𝐸$ = 6.3 𝑃𝑒𝑉

Boosts neutrino cross 
section by ~40x over DIS

45

RevModPhys. 84 1307



W-boson decays

W decays primarily hadronically

Hadrons then decay to lower energy muons

These muons travel ahead of Cherenkov wavefront, depositing early hits

46Expected arrival time assuming 𝑐/𝑛

Hadronic 
cascade

Muon

charge per bin

IceCube Preliminary



The highest energy cascade (partially contained)

Best-fit vertex outside detector
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Event vertex

Top view



Expected arrival time assuming 𝑐/𝑛

charge per bin

Energy reconstruction and early hits

Features: 
• Reconstructed energy of ~6 PeV
• Early hits
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Reconstructed energy
Early hits observed on 3 DOMs

IceCube Preliminary



Early muons

Hadronic shower alone does not 
predict first-arrival times

Requires additional early muon
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w/o early muons w. early muons



Directions are consistent

Muon and shower reconstructions are consistent
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IceCube Preliminary

Cascade reco

Muon reco



Atmospheric background rejection

Conservative estimate 
Numerically evaluate muon flux intersecting with cylinder
• ~1e-7 events expected à exclusion of CR hypothesis ~ 5σ
Atmospheric neutrino rate also suppressed
Extremely unlikely to be atmospheric background
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IceCube Preliminary

Likelihood of early-muon energy 
based on data

Depth

Surface

Depth+20m

O(10-100 GeV)



Glashow resonance vs Charged Current 𝜈8
Early muons come from hadronic decay
CC 𝜈8 interactions are not purely hadronic à different muon distributions
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For 6.3 PeV CC, muon energy distribution 
doesn’t agree as well with data likelihood

CC interactions deposit less hadronic energy



The IceCube Upgrade and 
beyond
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The IceCube Upgrade
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New instrumentation

mDOM & D-EGG: Larger PMT effective 
coverage

POCAM: Isotropic calibration light source

Prototype devices for Gen2 (e.g. WOM)
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Projected oscillation sensitivities

Assuming normal ordering

10% precision for tau-norm in 1 yr.
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Different underlying MC 
between experiments à
different meaning of 𝑁$� = 1



Upgrade and Gen2 timeline
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Extending IceCube
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Gen2
120 new strings
240 m inter-string distance
80 OMs per string
8 km3 volume

IceCube
86 strings
125 m inter-string distance
60 OMs per string
1 km3 volume



Gen2 sensitivity to diffuse flux
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Precise neutrino flux



Gen2 sensitivity to diffuse flux
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GZK flux possible with Gen2+Radio

Precise neutrino flux



Take home messages

New atmospheric tau-appearance and neutrino mass 
ordering results

HESE-7.5 sample includes first astrophysical 𝝂𝝉
candidates

Active realtime alert system looking for astrophysical 
neutrino sources

First Glashow resonance candidate

Much to look forward to in the future with Upgrade and 
Gen2
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Backups
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A sense of scale

1 km3 

1 Gton of ice

Each bubble 
centers on a PMT

10 GeV – 10 PeV
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Madison
Wisconsin, USA

Size scales with 
amount of light

Earlier Later



High-energy muons lose energy via radiative processes
Stochastic energy losses dominate

Muon stochasticity
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Systematics impact

Detailed evaluation of systematic 
uncertainties including local ice 
properties

Impact defined as the change in the 
1𝜎 when systematic fixed to best-fit
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PRD 99, 032007



Atmospheric neutrino passing fractions

Atmospheric neutrinos from the southern 
sky may be vetoed if accompanied by 
high-energy muon
• Pile-up

High stats CORSIKA is a challenge

Calculate veto probability correlated with 
energy and arrival-direction of neutrino
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Flavor identification

Ternary-PID of cascades, tracks and double-cascades
Two double-cascade events
Could be due to 𝜈; or mis-id background; affects flavor interpretation
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Simulation

Length



Evidence for a point source
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IceCube et. al (Science 2018)

Direction of IceCube-170922A consistent with TXS 0506+056 a known γ-ray 
source

Significant excess seen by Fermi-LAT and MAGIC shortly after IC alert (3σ)

Historical IceCube data indicates independent neutrino flare in 2014-15 
(3.5σ)

IceCube (Science 2018)



Partially contained (PEPE) selection
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BDT trained on 11 features to select high-energy cascades in outer layer of 
detector

Twice the effective area for probing Glashow resonance: �𝜈8 + 𝑒( → 𝑊(



Atmospheric muon background rejection
Can an atmospheric muon fake the event signature of PeV-scale cascade and GeV-
scale muon?

Would require a PeV-scale energy loss over short distance

Extremely unlikely for ~6 PeV muon to travel ~20 m and be left with < 100 GeV
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Energy remaining after 20 m



Envisioned IceCube-Gen2 Facility
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